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Abstract. In some research fields finding the suitable data to be used in testing and validating the
methods is a very important step. Sometimes the researcher cannot find the exact dataset that is
suitable to the research field, in this paper a review about how to find or create a dataset of
electroencephalogram (EEG) signals in Motor imagery applications .
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1. Introduction

Finding the datasets in research is very important step, usually the researchers depend on the
published datasets that are recorded and collected from well-known institutions that has the same
specialty in the research field. EEG signals analysis field researches depend on testing the brain
signals in different areas of the brain, these brain areas are shown in Fig. 1 [1]. The brain areas are
located by standards that is known as (10/20) as shown in Fig. 2 [2][3]. The application also
specifies the type of data and from which area should be recorded. The studies that used EEG
signals have many varieties such as: sleep studies, epilepsy seizures diagnosis and prediction,
emotions classification, Brain Computer Interface (BCI), ..etc [4]. The published data set are usually
used to test and validate the method before implement them practically. Usually, the published data
are good to test the methods in a controlled environment, but when the work should be generalized
the data should be recorded in real-time. Besides that, in practical implementations of such studies
such as navigating wheelchair using EEG signals or such studies the previously recorded data are
not very useful, so the researcher should use his/her own recording device and data to implement
the work such as in [5]. In this paper a review about how to record EEG data and how to find them
if they are published already.

Fig. 1. The brain areas [1]

Fig. 2. The electrodes distribution on brain areas according to 10/20 standard.

a) Mapping of 256 electrodes [2] b) Mapping of 53 electrodes [1]
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2. Protocols and Devices of Recording EEGMotor Imagery Signals

First of all, to understand the EEG datasets and how to find the suitable one for the work one
should understand and have a knowledge about the devices that record such data and their prices.
This step is important to evaluate whether the work could be practically implemented later or not.
Sometimes the recording devices are very expensive so the application even if it is very useful and
novel but its implementation is far from reality because of economic reasons or the recording device
is not portable and the application require mobile device. Secondly the recording protocol should be
clear to both the researcher and the people in the experiment. In this section the recording protocol
and the recording devices are discussed.

2.1 Recording devices of EEG signals

There are many types of EEG data recording devices and sensors, depending on the application.
EEG signals can be recorded using two mainly types of sensors. The first type is the invasive type
which means that, recording electrodes are planted inside the brain, this type is out of the scope of
this paper because it needs surgical procedures which is dangerous to apply by people that are not
professional. The second type is the noninvasive sensors which is a type that attached to the skin
without any other procedures, this type can be further divided into two types, dry and wet types.

The dry sensors are attached directly to the skin with no need to any other materials to be added
for any reason while the wet one need some type of gels or alcohol to wet the electrodes and
decrease the impedance of the skin to the signal. The dry sensors have an advantage of no need to
buy the extra materials such as gel or alcohol periodically, no need to maintenance, but the
disadvantage is the signal is not clear as the wet one. Table 1 shows the available portable recording
devices of EEG signals. All the sensors in the Table 1 are need some kind of gel or silent to reduce
the impedance of the skin except OpenBCI which has spiky sensors that not need any material to be
between the skin and the sensor.

Table 1. EEG signals portable recording devices [6]
Recording
Device

Number of
electrodes

Sensors Price

Emotiv EPOC X 14 AF3, F7, F3, FC5, T7, P7, O1, O2, P8,
T8, FC6, F4, F8, AF4 799$

Emotiv EPOC+ 14 AF3, F7, F3, FC5, T7, P7, O1, O2, P8,
T8, FC6, F4, F8, AF4

699$

Emotiv
INSIGHT 5 AF3,AF4,T7,T8,Pz 299$

Emotiv EPOC
FLEX Up to 32

FP1,FP2,F7,F8,F3,F4,Fz,T7,T8,P3,P4,
P7,P8,Pz,C3,C4,Cz,O1,O2,Oz,CP3,CP
4,CP5,Cp6,FC5,FC6,FC1,FC2,FT9,FT
10,Tp10,Tp9

1699$

Open BCI Up to 16 FP1,FP2,F7,F8,F3,F4,T7,T8,P3,P4,P7,
P8,Pz,C3,C4,O1,O2,Oz

Up
to1080$

NeuroSky
MindWave 1 FP1 199$

g.SCARABEO Up to 64 Cover Wide area of the head Up to
35,990$

NeuroScan Up to 256 Cover very wide area of the head
Depends
on the type

of
amplifier
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2.2 Recording Procedure of EEGMotor Imagery Signals

Usually, the recording procedure of EEG signal starting with preparing the participants of the
experiments to the recording procedure taking the agreements from them and follow the instructions
to record the suitable data. The participants will be seated comfortably on armed chair to prevent
any limbs movements during data recording that will appeared as artifacts, they seated in front of a
screen that will show the instructions on a Graphical User Interface (GUI) window. Fig. 3 shows the
GUI of recording motor imagery EEG signal in which the instructions are written in Arabic
language and there is an arrow pointed to the direction of the hand to be imagined. This GUI
instruct the participants to imagine the movement of the Left hand and the Right hand to record the
EEG signals of these movements [7]. Other GUIs are shown only a picture or a shape to instruct the
participant to do the task such as shown in Fig.4 [8]. The instructions appear for 5 seconds, some
other GUI view the instructions for ten seconds, as a rule the instructions should be appeared for
enough time to the participant to understands the task and do it during the time of device recording.

Fig. 3. Graphical User Interface (GUI) of Left/Right hands motor imagery tasks using both words
and shapes [7]

Fig. 4. Graphical User Interface (GUI) of Left/Right hands and feet with tongue using only images
[8]
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3. Published Datasets of EEG Motor Imagery Signals

The published datasets are very useful when the researcher want only to test the analysis and
methods of signal processing without the need to implement them practically. These datasets are
low cost or free for academic usage because the researcher does not need to buy very cost device to
collect data. These datasets usually recorded in Institutions Labe rotary under supervised conditions
for research reasons. Few time the researchers record their own dataset if they have available device
and they publish the set to help other researchers in the same field.

3.1. BCI Competitions

Berlin Brain-Computer Interface is a research program that aims to study and develop Brain
computer Interface (BCI) decoding and detection methods. This project record different types of
data and make a competition among the researchers to achieve new contribution to this field. There
are four published datasets each one according to a competition.

Unfortunately, the data of the first one is not available now on the web, but the rest three are
still available on [9] and used very widely in the publications such as [10][11][12][13][14] and
many other publications. This dataset has multiple sub datasets that contains data recorded for single
user, three users, five users and ten users. Number of classes that available are two classes using two
recording electrodes, two classes using three recording electrodes, two classes using 64 electrodes,
two classes using 118 recording electrodes, four classes using 22 electrodes, four classes using 60
electrodes.

3.2. Dr. Cichocki's Lab dataset

This dataset is very useful when the researcher needs to test multiple session data for the same
user or multiple user data for the same task. This dataset is recorded using two recording devices
which they are (g.tec and Neuroscan). Eight users are recording this dataset using five, six and
fourteen electrodes. Two and three classes are recorded for each user, this dataset is used to test the
methods of the works of [15][10][16] and other publications.

4. Conclusion

In some research fields data are required to test and validate the methods that are contributed by
the researcher. The brain signals research field not an exception, this field need EEG signals to be
used. One type of these signals is Motor Imagery EEG signal, this type of signals needs some
special treatment in recording environment and devices. The devices different in price, number of
channels and signal resolution. The selection of the suitable recording device depends on the
application. As example the practical applications for ordinary users cannot use a device with very
high price because no one will buy such application. So, using the published datasets which
recorded under supervision and with very high resolution could not give the real accuracy of the
method but it is very useful to find out whether the method is successful or not. Some devices could
not record the correct signal because the device does not have the sensor in the correct place, i.e. if
we need to record a motor imagery signal it is better to record it using C3,C4 and the sensors around
the motor cortex area of the brain some devices has no such sensor in this area, so the device is not
suitable for the application not a bad one.
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في جدا. مهمة خطوة هي البحث اثناء لها التوصل صم التي الطرق لتطبيق البيانات لقاعدة نحتاج البحث مجالت بعض .في الملخص

صسجيل أجهزة و المتوفرة البيانات لقواعد مراجعة البحث هذا في . المناسبة البيانات قاعدة إيجاد على قادر غير البحاث الحيان بعض

الطراف. حركة صخيل من المتولدة الدماغ لشارات أنواعها و البيانات
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